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Direct spin and energy transfer between a dense two-dimensional electron-hole (e-h) magnetoplasma and a
Mn spin subsystem via spd exchange has been studied. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of the
magnetoplasma excited by a powerful 10-ns laser pulse in a single Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te quantum
well have been investigated in magnetic fields B<14 T at helium temperature. A giant asymmetry of the
plasma spin splitting has been observed in the spectra of dense homogeneously photoexcited plasma at high
magnetic fields. This asymmetry has been explained in terms of formation of a domain structure within the
magnetic subsystem, i.e., spatial stratification into regions with different Mn-spin temperatures. The Mn spin
domains result from the Mn spin heating due to the direct spin-spin sd exchange between hot carriers and Mn
via effective spin-flip scattering of electrons with simultaneous spin-flip of Mn. During the Mn spin heating
under quasistationary excitation, first the Mn spin fluctuations grow and spin domains form, then the spin
domain’s volume increases. The spin domain’s formation occurs due to resonant spin-flip scattering with a
characteristic time ;1 ns. The nonresonant Mn spin heating has been observed also with a characteristic time
of .10 ns. @S0163-1829~98!09039-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The distinguishing feature of (A II,Mn)B VI dilute magnetic semiconductors1 ~DMS! is the coexistence of three subsystems that interact with each other. There are carriers in
valence and conduction bands, phonons, and magnetic Mn
spin subsystem. The interaction between these subsystems
has been addressed by a number of studies.1–6 However the
problem of direct spin and energy exchange between photoexcited carriers and Mn spin subsystem is still weakly investigated as theoretically as experimentally.
Mn ions have five noncompensated electron spins in the
3d 5 shell and form diluted magnetic subsystems in DMS.1
Magnetic properties of DMS have been studied extensively
during the last decade. It has been found that the dd interaction between Mn ions is an antiferromagnetic exchange J dd
,0 determined by their spins.1 The interaction is most effective for the nearest neighbors (2J NN ;10 K), 3 and it
decreases very rapidly with increasing Mn-Mn distance
(2J NNN ;1 K). 3,7 At small Mn concentrations (x<0.5),
most Mn ions have no Mn neighbors in the nearest shells,
and the Mn subsystem demonstrates paramagnetic properties. For example, at x;0.03 the paramagnetic phase contains up to 75% of the Mn ions.3 The nearest neighbors form
antiferromagnetic couples with a nonmagnetic ground state
under magnetic fields of up to ;12 T at helium
temperatures.3
The magnetic subsystem interacts strongly with the carriers in the valence (pd) and conduction bands (sd exchange
interaction!. These interactions are also expressed in terms of
spin-spin products and result in a giant spin splitting of band
states in an external magnetic field.1,8 They generate ferromagnetic corrections to the main Mn-Mn antiferromagnetic
interaction and leads to formation of a magnetic polaron, i.e.,
0163-1829/99/59~3!/2050~7!/$15.00
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ferromagnetic spin ordering in the volume enveloped by a
carrier wave function.2 In Cd12x Mnx Te crystals with x
,0.05, the magnetic polaron energy is small owing to the
small Mn concentration,4 and the Mn spin subsystem was
shown to be homogeneous and paramagnetic.1 Recent research has demonstrated, however, that the situation changes
drastically if DMS is highly photoexcited—the inhomogeneous heating of Mn subsystem has been found.6 The experiment has been carried out on samples with narrow
~Cd,Mn!Te quantum wells ~QW’s!, which gave us an opportunity to investigate magnetic phenomena at high concentrations of photoexcited carriers without a notable lattice
overheat.6,9,10
Previous high-excitation studies of DMS QW’s showed
that the Mn spin heating is controlled by the sd exchange
with photoexcited magnetoplasma and characteristic time of
this heating lies in a nanosecond range.6,11 Magnetoplasma
was generated by picosecond laser pulses, and the Mn spin
subsystem temperature was derived from the violet shift of
the 0-0 transitions in the e-h magnetoplasma and/or of the
magnetic exciton line in an external magnetic field. The formation of spatial Mn spin domains ~SD! with an elevated Mn
ion spin temperature was also suggested.6,11 The SD’s manifest themselves in experiment as coexistence of two highly
different relaxation times t loc;4 ns and t Mn5270 ns of the
exciton emission line shift.6,11 The shorter time is detected in
measurements of photoluminescence ~PL! owing to annihilation of excitons generated by an intense pumping pulse and
reflects exciton diffusion out of the hot SD’s. The longer
time corresponds to the Mn spin-lattice relaxation. It has
been derived from the time dependence of the energy of
excitons generated by weak probe laser pulses following the
strong pumping pulse.
The subject of this paper is the energy and spin exchange
2050
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FIG. 1. Polarized s ~solid line! and s ~dots! luminescence
spectra from a single 10-nm Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te QW recorded at various pulse excitation powers at B514 T. The s 2
spectra are magnified for better viewing. The upper PL spectrum is
recorded at B50 and P580 kW/cm2 . The arrows point to the free
exciton positions at B50 and B514 T. The inset depicts the shape
of the laser pulse and the time position of the light detector gate ~the
time gate width is 0.6 ns!.

between the dense e-h plasma and the Mn ions in dilute
magnetic Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te QW under conditions of high quasistationary photoexcitation. The quasistationary regime allows us to detect PL from the SD and to
investigate SD’s time evolution.
The paper is organized as follows. The experimental technique is described in Sec. II. Section III describes experimental studies of magnetic-field-induced exciton spin splitting at low pumping powers. As was expected, the exciton
spin splitting is symmetrical about its position at zero magnetic field. Peculiarities in the behavior of the Cd0.97Mn0.03Te
QW emission spectra with increasing excitation density are
discussed in Sec. IV A. A giant asymmetry of the e-h plasma
spin splitting has been detected, which indicates separation
of the Mn spin subsystem into regions with low and high Mn
spin temperatures ~SD!. The photoluminescence emitted immediately from SD’s has been observed and the time evolution of SD’s is described. Finally, in Sec. IV B, the experimental results are compared with theoretical predictions. It
has been shown that spin-spin exchange interaction with e-h
plasma results in spatial stratification of Mn spin subsystem.
II. EXPERIMENT

We
have
studied
an
undoped
Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te heterostructure with a single
10-nm-thick QW grown by the molecular-beam epitaxy on a
~001!-oriented CdTe substrate. The sample was immersed in
liquid helium in a cryostat with a superconducting coil. The
QW plane was oriented normally to the magnetic field vector. Photoluminescence spectra were recorded at 4.2 K in the
magnetic field range of 0–14 T using a grating monochro-
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FIG. 2. Measurements of the transition energy for the plasma
~full symbols! ~pulse excitation P580 kW/cm2 , t50, PL! and for
the free hh excitons ~open symbols! ~weak cw excitation, PLE! vs
magnetic field measured at T bath54.2 K in s 1 ~circles! and s 2
~triangles! circular polarizations. The arrow points to the free lh
exciton position at B50 and B514 T. At higher B the lh spin
splitting does not exceed ;2 meV. The plasma energy was derived from the 0-0 transition at B.10 T and from the maximum of
the PL line at B50 –10 T ~Ref. 14!. Solid lines plot the result of
fitting using Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.2!, with T Mn1T 0 as an adjustable
parameter. The inset is a diagram of optically allowed transitions in
external magnetic field.

mator and a time-correlated photon counting system ~a time
resolution of 0.3 ns!. Nonresonant above barrier gap photoexcitation was produced by a Cu ion pulsed laser at a wavelength of 510 nm and a repetition rate of 10 kHz. The laser
pulse had a trapezoid shape ~see the inset in Fig. 1! with a
characteristic rise time of about ;1 ns and a plane top
width of about ;5 ns. Under such conditions, photoexcitation is quasistationary because the carriers lifetime does not
exceed 0.5 ns.12 A 0.6-mm optical fiber was used to provide
a laterally uniform excitation and to collect the QW emission
only from the homogeneously excited area of the sample.9,10
A dedicated film analyzer located between the fiber and the
sample was used to analyze circularly polarized PL components. The separation between the fiber and the sample was
within 0.3 mm. The density of photoexcited carriers was
determined by analyzing the plasma emission line shape.9 It
was up to ;231012 cm22 at W580 kW/cm2 . Photoluminescence excitation ~PLE! spectra were recorded using a Tisapphire laser and a double grating monochromator.
III. EXCITON SPIN SPLITTING AT LOW cw
EXCITATIONS

Magnetic field polarizes Mn spin subsystem in DMS. The
edges of valence and conduction bands are spin split due to
the spd exchange. A diagram of optically active transitions
with s 1 and s 2 circular polarizations in a magnetic field
perpendicular to QW plane B i z is shown as an inset to Fig.
2. The magnetic field aligns Mn spins parallel to its direction, which is labeled by Mn↑ in Fig. 2. The heavy hole spin
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in the s 1 polarization is parallel to the Mn spin and to the
spin of conduction electron Mn↑, hh↑, e↑)[(hh↑, e↑) ~in
electron representation!. The carrier spin alignment in the
s 2 polarization is opposite (Mn↑, hh↓, e↓)[(hh↓,e↓).
Figure 2 shows energies of excitons containing a light
hole ~lh! and a heavy hole ~hh!, E h(l)h , versus magnetic
field. In order to avoid the lattice overheat, the PLE spectrum
was measured at a low cw photoexcitation density
;1 W/cm2 . The splitting between lh and hh in zero magnetic field equals ;13 meV. lh exciton has a mixed spin
state and, as a consequence, almost does not split in magnetic field. The lh spin splitting does not exceed ;2 meV at
B514 T. The splitting of the hh exciton in external magnetic field is the sum of the spin splittings in the valence and
conduction bands ~see the inset to Fig. 1!. Heavy holes form
pure spin states, and the magnetic-field-induced shift of the
hh exciton is proportional to the average Mn spin ^ S z & , effective Mn concentration x * , and the sum of the absolute
values of the exchange integrals in the conduction N 0 a and
valence N 0 b bands:1,8
1
DE hh ~ B ! 5E hh ~ B ! 2E hh ~ 0 ! 56 ~ u N 0 b u 1 u N 0 a u ! x * ^ S z & .
2
~3.1!
Here 1 (2) refers to s 2 ( s 1 ) circular polarizations, and
N 0 is the number of unit cells per unit volume. The average
Mn spin ^ S z & is described by the Brillouin function for spin
5/2,1,8

^ S z & 5B 5/2

S

D

m B g MnB
.
k ~ T Mn1T 0 !

~3.2!

Here B 5/2(y) is the Brillouin function, g Mn is the g factor for
Mn, m B is the Bohr magneton, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T Mn is the Mn spin temperature, T 0 is the phenomenological
antiferromagnetic temperature suggested by Gaj et al.8 to
take into account the small Mn-Mn long-range interaction,
and T 0 has an order of ;1 K for x50.03.8 Equations ~3.1!
and ~3.2! were suggested for bulk crystals,8 but they also
apply to QW’s with widths sufficiently large to neglect the
wave-function penetration into barriers.
Solid lines in Fig. 2 show the fitting to experimental data.
As indicated by Eq. ~3.1!, the hh-exciton splitting is symmetrical about its zero-field position. The hh-exciton shift
DE hh (B) is large at B,6 T. At higher B it increases relatively slowly and reaches DE hh ;22 meV at 14 T. The Mn
spin temperature is close to the helium bath temperature
T Mn1T 0 .5 K, T Mn.4.2 K. The measurements of the exciton shift and T 0 are in good agreement with those for bulk
Cd0.97Mn0.03Te. 8
IV. SPIN SPLITTING IN e-h PLASMA
A. Experimental results

Time-resolved PL spectra of a dense electron-hole (e-h)
plasma in the s 1 and s 2 polarizations at B514 T measured with a time gate of 0.6 ns are given in Fig. 1 for
different excitation densities P510–80 kW/cm2 . The laser
pulse intensity as a function of time is shown as an inset to
Fig. 1. The arrow in the inset shows the time position of the
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FIG. 3. Polarized s 1 ~solid line! and s 2 ~dots! luminescence
spectra from a single 10-nm Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te QW recorded at various magnetic fields at P580 kW/cm2 and zero delay
~the time gate width is 0.6 ns!. The s 2 spectra are magnified for
better viewing.

gate, which is hereafter referred to as delay t50. For comparison, Fig. 1 also shows a PL spectrum recorded at B50
and P580 kW/cm2 , which contains a broad band, whose
width ;50 meV corresponds to the radiative recombination
of a dense e-h plasma formed by electrons and heavy holes
of the lowest subbands n z 51.6,9,10 The analysis of the
plasma line shape13 yields the electron temperature T e
;300 K.
The Mn spin subsystem polarizes as the magnetic field
increases. Polarized luminescence spectra recorded at various magnetic fields at P580 kW/cm2 and zero delay are
given in Fig. 3. When magnetic field increases the PL line
splits into two lines active in the s 1 and s 2 polarizations,
respectively. Figure 3 shows that the magnetic field behavior
of the e-h plasma emission lines in s 1 and s 2 polarizations
is not similar to the case of the exciton spin splitting. This
difference is also illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the magnetic field dependence of the peak positions in the polarized
PL spectra of excitons and of e-h plasma14 at P
580 kW/cm2 . It demonstrates that the magnetic-field dependence of the low-energy component of magnetoplasma
s 1 is rather similar to that of the exciton. Its line shift saturates in B.6 T and equals ;20 meV at B514 T. The Mn
spin temperature derived from this magnetic-field dependence is equal to T 1
Mn>7 K, which is close to T bath and
indicates a relatively small heating of Mn spins at t50. The
high-energy component of the e-h magnetoplasma s 2 on the
contrary, is almost independent of the magnetic field. An
estimation based on Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.2! yields the temperature T 2
Mn;200–300 K. The difference between T Mn derived
from the s 1 and s 2 circular polarizations indicates that ^ S z &
becomes essentially inhomogeneous.
Moreover, one can see in Figs. 1 and 3 that, as expected,
the s 1 polarization demonstrates at 14 T additional features
related to the Landau quantization of the electron and hole
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FIG. 4. Polarized s 1 ~solid line! and s 2 ~dashed line! luminescence spectra from a single 10-nm Cd0.97Mn0.03Te/Cd0.75Mg0.25Te
QW recorded at P540 kW/cm2 , B514 T and various delays. The
s 2 spectra are magnified for better viewing.

motion.10 No features due to Landau levels ~LL! have been
detected in the s 2 polarization, although the halfwidth of the
s 2 line is fairly large, ;50 meV, which exceeds the
Landau-level spin splitting.
The s 2 line in the PL spectrum shows up only at high
excitations, which can be seen by comparing PL spectra for
P510, 20, and 40 kW/cm2 given in Fig. 1.
Figure 4 demonstrates evolution of PL spectra at B
514 T and P540 kW/cm2 for different delay times. In the
range of quasistationary photoexcitation 0–5 ns, the PL spectra in the s 1 polarization move monotonically to higher energies, which reflects the decrease in the average Mn spin
^ S z & and the increase in the Mn temperature. The time dependence of the ^ S z & and Mn spin temperature T 1
Mn derived
from the energy of the 0-0 transition in the s 1 polarization
are given in the inset to Fig. 5.14 As it was mentioned above,
at t;0 ns, T 1
Mn is close to the bath temperature. It increases
with time and reaches ;20 K at t.5 ns, which is still
much smaller than the electron temperature T e ;100 K. 13
The rate of the Mn spin heating v h 5D ^ S z & /Dt derived from
measurements of the 0-0 transition at P540 kW/cm2 is v h
.20.1 ns21 for the s 1 polarization at t50 –5 ns. The
Mn spin temperature T 2
Mn determined from the peak positions
of PL line in the s 2 polarization is also plotted in Fig. 5.
Figures 4 and 5 show that the energy of the s 2 component is
almost independent of the delay and corresponds to T 2
Mn
;100–200 K.
Figure 5 also shows the integral intensity of the s 1 , I 1
and s 2 , I 2 components of PL as functions of time. The
curves of I 1 and I 2 vs time are essentially different. The
integral intensity I 1 follows the laser pulse intensity ~compare with the inset in Fig. 1!. Unlike the s 1 polarization, the
s 2 component appears in the PL spectra later. Under quasistationary excitation t50 –5 ns, the integral intensity I 2
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FIG. 5. Integral intensity of the s 1 (I 1 , solid line! and
s (I 2 , dots! emission lines as functions of time at P
540 kW/cm2 and B514 T. The inset shows the averaged Mn
spin and Mn spin temperature for s 1 ~circles! and s 2 ~triangles!
circular polarizations plotted against time under a quasistationary
photoexcitation during t50 –6 ns. The solid line in the inset is a
linear fitting of the Mn spin heating in the s 1 polarization.
2

increases linearly with time. On the trailing edge of the laser
pulse t55220 ns, the intensity I 2 decreases faster than the
laser pulse intensity.
B. Discussion

In nonmagnetic semiconductors photoexcited electrons
and holes in semiconductors lose their energy to the phonon
subsystem, which remains the only nonequilibrium subsystem after the carrier annihilation. In a DMS in an external
magnetic field, there is another thermal reservoir. This is the
subsystem of magnetic impurity spins, which interacts with
both phonons and carrier spins. At helium temperatures,
thermal equilibrium between phonons and Mn spins in
Cd12x Mnx Te with x50.03 is achieved after times of the
microsecond range.5
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate, however, very fast heating
of the Mn spin subsystem taking a few nanoseconds. This
time is two orders of magnitude shorter then the spin-lattice
relaxation time. We ascribe this short time to direct energy
transfer from the hot carriers to the magnetic subsystem of
QW. This conclusion is also supported by our recent investigation of Mn spin heating in highly excited ~Cd,Mn!Te
QW’s, when the independent control of the phonon subsystem has been carried out.11
Figure 1 shows that the 0-0 transition energy in the s 1
polarization at t50 increases little with the excitation density, which indicates that the Mn spin temperature T 1
Mn remains close to T bath . The magnetoplasma emission is expected to be 100% s 1 polarized in the saturating magnetic
fields even at P580 kW/cm2 , because even in this case the
hole Fermi energy E Fhh does not exceed the valence band
spin splitting DE shh , 15 which is .30 meV. A relatively
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weak and narrow s 2 band could be expected near
;1.67 eV due to recombination of thermally nonequilibrium holes. On the contrary, the emission spectra of magnetoplasma in Figs. 1 and 3 demonstrate a broad and rather
strong feature at 1.65 eV. This can be explained only supposing intrinsic inhomogeneity of the Mn spin subsystem.
The energy and spin transfer from the hot e-h plasma leads
to spatial stratification within the Mn spin system into areas
with relatively low (,30 K) and high ~100–300 K! Mn
spin temperatures.
Time evolution of hot and cold areas is also different.
Figure 4 shows that the s 1 spectrum shifts to higher energies during quasistationary excitation t,5 ns. Such a shift
means a decrease in ^ S z & due to the increasing of Mn spin
temperature. We estimate that at B514 T and P
540 kW/cm2 T 1
Mn increases from ;5 K at t50 up to
;20 K at t55 ns. The s 2 radiation corresponds to a Mn
spin temperature of about 100 K from the moment of its
appearance in PL spectra. This temperature is close to the
electronic one, whereas the integral intensity I 2 increases
with t. That indicates that the hot area volume increases
during the excitation pulse. At P540 kW/cm2 and t
55 ns, I 2 /I 1 equals about 10% ~see Fig. 4!. Under the
highest excitation density ~80 kW/cm2 , t55 ns) I 2 /I 1
rises to ;20%. This means that the hot areas can occupy up
to 20% of the QW volume in our experimental conditions.
The Mn spin heating can be described by the following
equation:
D ^ S z & ~ t ! 5 ^ S z & ~ t ! 2 ^ S z & * 5D ^ S z & max~ 12e 2t/ t eM n ! .
~4.1!
Here t eM n is the characteristic time of the spin heating,

^ S z & * 55/2 corresponds to the Mn spin at T Mn5T bath and
B514 T, and D ^ S z & max corresponds to the average Mn spin
in thermal equilibrium between Mn spins and the electrons.
As was mentioned above, at P540 kW/cm2 the rate of Mn
spin heating was v h .20.1 ns21 and T e ;100 K. For this
case, using Eq. ~3.2!, we can estimate D ^ S z & max.22 (T Mn
'T e ). By expanding Eq. ~4.1! in powers of t/ t eM n , we obtain t eM n 'D ^ S z & max / v h ;10 ns.
The spin relaxation rate of an isolated spin due to the
contact spin-spin interaction with spin-degenerate Fermi carriers, 1/t eM n , was considered by Abragam.17 He carried out
his calculations for spin 1/2 in a bulk crystal under conditions of thermal equilibrium in the electronic subsystem18
and in sufficiently small magnetic fields, which allowed him
to neglect the Landau quantization of electrons.
1
p
5 a 2 r ~ E eF ! 2 kT e .
t eM n \

~4.2!

Here r (E eF ) is the three-dimensional ~3D! electron density of
states on electron Fermi level E eF . The exchange constant in
the conduction band a coincides with that in Eq. ~3.1!.
We have modified11 these calculations for the discussed
case of quasi-two-dimensional carriers and spin 5/2:
1

t eM n

5

S D

15p 2 D
a
2\
Lz

2

kT e .

~4.3!
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Here D is the 2D electron density of states. The increase of
numerical coefficient reflects the growth of electron density
of states in the 2D case and spin matrix element. For a high
electron concentration, when the electron Fermi energy E eF
exceeds the electron spin splitting DE es , the spin relaxation
rate turns out to be proportional to the electronic temperature, the density of states squared, and the interaction constant squared. Unlike the case of bulk crystals ~4.2!, t eM n in
the 2D case is independent of the spin splitting and E eF position. This derives from the fact that the density of states is
constant with the electron energy.
As was discussed in Sec. IV A, at P540 kW/cm2 the
electron temperature T e .100 K. In the semiclassical approximation, neglecting the Landau quantization, we can
estimate D as D5231010 meV21 cm22 @ m e 50.096m 0
~Ref. 20!#. Using the values of T e , D, and
a 51.5310223 eV cm3 @ N 0 a 50.22 eV ~Ref. 8!# with
Eq. ~4.3! yields t eM n ;35 ns for pumping P
540 kW/cm2 . Therefore the calculations of t eM n are in reasonable quantitative agreement with the spin heating time
t eM n ;10 ns observed experimentally in the s 1 polarization.
However, the above calculations cannot explain the high
2
spin temperature T 2
spectra
Mn and the time evolution of s
~see Fig. 4!. Equation ~4.3! was obtained in the approximation, which neglects the modulation of the electron density of
states.11 Obviously, this assumption does not hold at B
514 T, when the optical spectra demonstrate a well pronounced Landau level structure ~see Figs. 1, 3, and 4!. The
modulation of electron density of states must lead to an oscillating dependence of the spin relaxation rate on the electron spin splitting.11 The parameter 1/t eM n should demonstrate maxima under resonant conditions, when the electron
spin splitting DE se and the electron Landau splitting D e0i
coincide:21
DE se 50,D e01 , . . . ,D e0i .

~4.4!

In our case of DMS we neglect the Mn spin splitting
m B g MnB with respect to DE se . The increase in 1/t eM n in the
resonant conditions ~4.4!, and the amplitude of the 1/t eM n
modulation D(1/t eM n ) should be proportional to the inverse
homogeneous linewidth G of the Landau levels:
D ~ 1/t eM n !
;
1/t eM n

E

2

D dE;

D e01
G

.

~4.5!

The dependence of the spin relaxation rate on the electron
spin splitting @Eqs. ~4.4! and ~4.5!# results in a positive feedback and can lead to the observed inhomogeneity of the Mn
spin subsystem. From our point of view, the events develop
according to the following scenario. There are two concurrent processes, namely, ~i! the relatively slow Mn spin system heating as a whole due to the nonresonant spin-flip scattering and ~ii! the fast heating of hot areas up to thermal
equilibrium between Mn spins and electrons or up to the
point where the resonant conditions ~4.4! are satisfied. In our
case, both of these conditions are approximately equivalent:
T M n ;T e ;100–300 K↔DE se ;0.
On the first stage, with increasing of the laser pulse the
electrons start to fill the excited spin level (e↓) whereas the
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holes in photoexcited magnetoplasma remain spin polarized
(hh↑) because of much higher spin splitting.15 The spin flip
of the electrons from the spin-excited subband e↓ results in
the heating of the Mn spin subsystem due to e↓ to e↑ spinflip processes with simultaneous spin-flip of Mn. The spinflip of Mn increases the local spin temperature; therefore, it
leads to a local decrease in the electron spin splitting. The
local conditions of spin-flip scattering become closer to those
of a resonance ~4.4!. This should result in an enhanced spinflip scattering in these heated areas and in an enhancement in
the Mn spin inhomogeneity. Therefore, the first stage of the
Mn spin heating is controlled by Mn spin fluctuations and
their time development.
The development of spin fluctuations up to saturation, i.e.,
up to T Mn;100–300 K proceeds very quickly within 1 ns.
The hot areas manifest themselves as the s 2 PL band at the
spectral position corresponding to the T 2
Mn;100 K starting
with t50 ~see Figs. 1, 3, and 4!. Such a large difference
between the nonresonant ;10 ns and resonant ;1 ns characteristic time of the Mn spin heating means that
D(1/t eM n );1/t eM n . From Eq. ~4.5! follows that in this case
G;D e01 , which does not contradict our experimental results.
Indeed, Figs. 1 and 3 show a well-resolved LL at B
514 T.
The characteristic properties of the hot spin areas allow us
to classify them as spin domains. This term can be used, first,
because of a very large temperature gradient at the boundary
between the hot and the cold areas, and second, because of
self-organization during the SD formation. The formation of
SD ends the first fluctuation stage of Mn spin heating.
Then, on the second stage, the SD volume increases. This
process is accompanied by increase in both the s 2 line intensity I 2 and I 2 /I 1 ratio, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The
diffusion of hot Mn spins from the hot SD’s to the cold areas
via spin-spin relaxation plays an important role in this process so far as the spin-flip in the hot SD’s is much faster.
That is in agreement with the nanosecond order of magnitude

for the spin-spin relaxation time known from the
literature.22,23 The spin diffusion results in an additional spin
inhomogeneity and additional LL broadening as in s 1 spectra due to the cold areas as well as in s 2 spectra due to the
hot areas ~see the absence of LL in s 2 spectra in Figs. 1, 3,
and 4!. After the end of the quasistationary excitation (t
.5 ns), the relative intensity of s 2 line, I 2 /I 1 decreases,
which reflects the decrease in the electron density and the
establishment of equilibrium within the Mn spin subsystem
due to the spin diffusion.
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